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Designed predominantly with the beauty/tattoo sectors in mind, our Affinity Stellar is a feature packed, high quality 
hydraulic beauty chair that will look incredibly stylish in your salon, tattoo studio or clinic.   
 
With its generous proportions, luxurious Therafoam padding, couch top tilt and smooth, seamless operation, it will give 
your clients a really great experience, especially on those longer treatments. 
 
Stellar’s top features 4” comfort Therafoam padding, with each panel upholstered in a high quality, durable PU leather.  
The head cushion doubles up as a breathe hole plug so for supine treatments or tattoo sessions, the client can 
comfortably lay face down.  The 2 side arm rests can be removed to allow for easy access but whilst on the chair they 
enhance the comfort and help to make the client feel really secure and supported.  The leg sections can be 
independently dropped as well as featuring extendable end panels.  For flexible, convenient positioning the chair top 
can rotate through 360°, there is also the function to tilt the top through 0-15° which takes comfort to a whole new level 
for those longer treatments. 
 
The main chair lift is via a hydraulic central column operated by a foot bar.  Gently pumping the foot bar will raise the 
couch.  Once at the desired height the chair can be quickly and easily locked into position.  The backrest and leg 
sections are operated by gas pistons and can also be very easily locked into the required position. 
 
The strong steel base ensures great stability during use to ensure the client feels safe and secure during treatment 
which in turn means you can totally focus on your treating. 
 
KEY FEATURES: 
 

 Therafoam comfort padding 
 Luxury feel PU upholstery. 
 Lifting back rest 
 Independently moving legs with tilt adjustment 
 Extendable legs 
 Hydraulic couch lift 
 Gas leg and backrest adjustment 
 Strong, steel frame 
 Ergonomic breathe hole and head cushion/bung 



 

 Great height range 
 Quality construction 
 Removable side arm rests 
 Excellent under couch clearance 

 
 

Affinity Stellar Specifications 
 

 


